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Abstract

We propose what be believe to be a novel approach to perform calculations for ra-
tional density functions using state space representations of the densities. By standard
results from realisation theory, a rational probability density function is considered
to be the transfer function of a linear system with generally complex entries. The
stable part of this system is positive-real, which we call the density summand. The
existence of moments is investigated using the Markov parameters of the density sum-
mand. Moreover, explicit formulae are given for the existing moments in terms of these
Markov parameters. One of the main contributions of the paper are explicit state space
descriptions for products and convolutions of rational densities.

As an application which is of interest in its own right, the filtering problem is inves-
tigated for a linear time-varying system whose noise inputs have rational probability
density functions. In particular state space formulations are derived for the calculation
of the prediction and update equations. The case of Cauchy  noise is treated as an
illustrative example.

1 Introduction

We are going to consider the filtering problem for the first order system

Q-t1 = fm + 77t,

Yt = bt + Et,

t=0,1,2  ,...) where ft, ht, are assumed to be known real numbers, and for ease of exposi-
tion are assumed to be such that ft # 0 and ht > 0, t 2 0. The noise sequences {qt}t>s and
{et}tZs are assumed to be mutually independent sequences of independent random variables
whose probability density functions are rational. The initial state zc is also assumed to be a
random variable which is independent of the noise sequences and also has a rational density.
No assumption is made that any of the random variables are identically distributed.

This filtering problems with non-Gaussian noise has applications in econometrics, for
example in the analysis of financial time series. Studies have shown that the quantities that

*This research was supported by a NATO collaborative research grant CRG 940733. The work by the
second author was also supported in part by NSF grant DMS 9501223
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are encountered there often do not admit a Gaussian distribution ([5],  [3],  see also [9]), since
these distributions have ‘heavy tails’. As one of the consequences, higher order moments
may not exist. It has therefore been proposed (see e.g.  [8])  that these distributions be
modelled by rational densities, both because they do have ‘heavy tails’ and because of the
richness of the class of distributions. Examples of rational probability densities which have
been used in the literature are Cauchy  densities and Student densities with odd number of
degrees of freedom.

The state filtering problem is defined as the problem of finding the best estimate & of
xt given knowledge of the distribution of x0 and the values of ys,  31,. . . , yt.  Since

s

00
it = xP(&lYt,Yt-l,...,  YO dx,

-W

this estimate can be found if the conditional density p2tk,t,Yt--l,.,.,,,,  of zt is known and
the first moment exists, given the measured values of yt,  yt-1,.  . . , ye and knowledge of the
distribution of xc.

In principle the calculation of the conditional densities is not difficult. The unnormalized
conditional densities, denoted by p instead of p, are given by
Update step:
for t = 0:

Pzt  IYt (4 = Pyt  12 (Ytht lYt_1  (4 = Pet  (Yt - htX>Pzt  IYt-1  (4

x E !R.

Prediction step:
for t > 0:

P2t+11YtW  = (Pftzt,Yt * Pw) (4 = Jm P,,y,(+&  - w5,-w

x E !R. Here we have set Yt to be the collection of observations yt, yt-1,.  . . , yc .  .
In [8] is was noted that the various probability densities occurring in the filtering problem

are all rational functions if the noise variables and the initial state have rational probability
densities and explicit formulas are given. The practical problem in doing these calculations
for large numbers of observations is that the conditional densities are fairly complicated
to calculate. To alliviate this problem we propose to use state space techniques for these
calculations. Since by assumption the initial state and the noise sequences have rational
densities this is indeed possible. For this purpose we are going to develop a ‘state-space
calculus’ for rational probability density functions. We believe that this point of view is
novel and may be of relevance beyond the application to non-Gaussian filtering as discussed
here.

Let p be a not necessarily normalized rational probability density, i.e. p(z) is a rational
function in the independent variable x, such that p(x) 2 0, x E 91, and 0 < J-“(x,  p(x)dx  < cm.
This implies that p is strictly proper, i.e. liml.+m p z( ) = 0. By standard realization there
exists a minimal state space realization such that

p(x) = c(ix1  - A)-%, x E ?-R.

In particular we will present here state-space formulae for the translation, scaling, prod-
uct and convolution of rational probability density functions. Most of our results will be
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formulated in terms of state space realizations for the density summand, which is defined
to be the ‘stable’ part of the probability density function. One reason for doing this is
that in this way the dimensions of the realizations are typically half of what they would
be otherwise. For actual implementations of our results this could lead to significant com-
putational advantages, in particular when repeated applications are necessary such as can
be expected for the filtering case. Moreover, we will investigate the existence of moments
from the state-space point of view and give state-space formulae for the existing moments in
terms of the Markov parameters of the density summand. A major part of the investigation
will be built on a careful analysis of the connections between impulse responses, transfer
functions and characteristic functions of the various objects. In a result that may be of
independent interest a state-space formula is given for the system whose impulse response
is the product of impulse responses of two systems.

2 Notation and Preliminaries

The symbol C stands for the complex field and the symbol ?R stands for the real field. If

(A, b, c, d) is a linear state space system we also often use the notation
A b

(+J
c d . If M is

a complex matrix M* denotes the adjoint  matrix. If G is a rational function, G* is defined
by G*(s) = (G(4))*, s E C. If G has the realization (A, b, c, d) then G’ has the realization
(-A*, c*, -b*,  d*). We call a system (A, b, c, d) stable if all eigenvalues of A are  in the open
left half plane. Note that such systems are often also called asymptotically stable. A rational
function G is called strictly proper if limlSl+cro G(s) = 0. An unnormalized probability
density function p is a nonnegative integrable function on ?I? such that J-Do00  p(z)dz  > 0,
but not necessarily 1. Then p =

*
is a normalized density function. The set of

functions P is defined in Section 3.

3 State space representations of rational densities

If p is a not necessarily normalized rational probability density function, then p is strictly
proper, i.e. lirnl+~ p(z)  = 0. Therefore by standard realization theory (see e.g. [2])  there
exists a minimal linear state space system (A, b, c) such that

p(x) = c(ix1 - A)-lb, 2 E 9-l.

If n denotes the McMillan  degree of p, the system matrix A will in general be a square
complex matrix of size n x n, b will be a complex n x 1 matrix and c will be a complex 1 x n
matrix. A rational probability density function which is symmetric with respect to 0 could
however be realized with real system matrices.

Note also that we have set up the realization in such a way that we consider the rational
function to be defined on the imaginary axis. While in principle the choice of axis is
arbitrary it is convenient to choose the imaginary axis since then standard realization
theoretic methods can be adopted without having to change axis. In particular we will
be using the formal analogy of methods developed for spectral densities which are most
naturally considered to be defined on the imaginary axis. To make this convention clear set

@(ix) := p(x), x E R

Since @ is a rational function defined on the imaginary axis it can be extended as a rational
function to the whole complex plane. This rational function has the following properties:
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1. a?(s) = Q*(s), s E c.

2. @ has no poles on the imaginary axis.

3. @(ix) 2 0, x E R.

4. limlSj-)m Q(s) = 0.

The set of rational functions that satisfy properties 1.,2.,3.  and 4. is denoted by P. Many of
our calculations are going to be based on the following well-known additive decomposition
of Q:

Q(s) = Z(s)  + z*(s), s EC,

where 2 is a stable rational function, i.e. all poles of 2 are in the open left half plane. This
decomposition is unique if we assume that Z(o0)  = 0 which can be done since @(oo)  = 0.
The function Z is called the spectral summand of Cp.  We will also call Z the density summand
of p.

In the following Lemma some elementary and standard state space properties are col-
lected concerning this additive decomposition of @.

Lemma 3.1 Let (A, b, c) be a minimal realization of a, i.e. Q(s) = c(sI - A)-lb, and
(A, 13, c) is minimal. There exists an equivalent realization

Al  0 h

H--~

0 A2  b2

Cl c2  0

of (A, b, c) such that all eigenvalues of Al are in the open left half plane and all eigenvalues
of A2 are in the open right half plane. The state space system (Al,bl,cl) is a minimal
realization of Z and (AZ, b2, ~2)  is a minimal realization of Z*.

Moreover, (AZ, b2, Q) is equivalent to (-AT, -CT,  b:). In particular there exists a mini-
mal realization of Q such that

(1-3;).

Example: As a special case we are going to consider the Cauchy density, which was sug-
gested for example in [5] as a suitable density to study financial time series. The normalized
Cauchy density is defined as

dx) = i (x _ xf)2  + k2  ’

IC E 8, where 20 E !R  and k > 0. A state space realization of @((ix) := p(x), x E 92, is given

by [$+A+ [ -yxo k+!)xop].

The density summand of p is
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which has one pole at -k + ize.  A state space realization of 2 is given by

[A$]:=[*].

4 Fourier transforms, moments and Markov parameters

In order to obtain state space formulae for the moments of probability density functions
and for the convolution of such densities we need to employ the Fourier transform. The
main tool will be to interpret the density summand as the Fourier transform of the impulse
response of a stable linear state space system. Actually we introduce the Fourier transform
as the Laplace  transform evaluated on the imaginary axis. For a general reference on Fourier
transforms see e.g. [7],  [4]. T his way of proceeding is of course closely related to the use of
the characteristic function in statistics, but there are a few more minor technical differences.

For an integrable function f on 3 define the Fourier transform as usual by

(F(f))(iw) = Jm f(t)ewiwtdt,
--DC,

iw E iR.

If (A, b, c) is a stable minimal system, let m+(t) := cetAb  for t 2 0, and m+(t) := 0 for
t < 0. Then the Fourier transform of mS is given by

(Fm+)(iw)  = 1” cetAbe-itWdt = c(-iw1 + A)-‘e(-iW1+A)t(,OOb  = c(iw1  - A)-‘b

=: G(iw), iw E iR

If we set m-(t) := b*e- tA*~* for t < 0 7 and m-(t) := 0 for t 2 0, then the Fourier transform
of m- is given by

(em-)(iw) = /” b*eetA*c*edit”‘dt  = b*(-iwl _ ~*)-le(-‘wr-A*)‘l~~c*
-aI

= -b*(iwI - (-A)*)-%* = G*(iw), iw E i?R.

The Eth-derivative  of mS at t > 0 is given by (m+)(‘)(t)  = cAzetAb.  Hence the right-
hand side limit of the Zth derivative at 0 is given by (m+)@)(O+)  = cA’b. The Zth-derivative
of m- at t < 0 is given by (m-)(‘)(t)  = b*(-A*)‘estA*c*. Hence the left-hand side
limit of the Zth derivative at 0 is given by (m-)@)(O-)  := b*(-A*)‘c* = (-l)z(cAzb)*  =
(-1)’ ((m+)(“)(O+))*,  Z > 0.

Assume now that (A, b, c) is the minimal realization of the spectral summand 2 of the
function G E P.  Then (Fm+)(iw)  = Z(iw),  (3m-)(iw) = Z*(iw),  and for m := m++m-
we have that (Fm)(iw)  = @(iw), iw E is. Hence m is the inverse Fourier transform
of Q. Note that m is Z times continuously differentiable at t = 0, Z 2 0, if and only if
cAkb = (-l)k(cAkb)*,  k = O,l,.  . . ,I.



If G is a strictly proper rational function on C, then G admits a Laurent expansion
around 00 such that

G(s) = 2 M(j);, s EC.
j=l

The parameters M(j), j = 1,2,. . ., are the Markov parameters of G (see e.g. [2]).  If (A, b, c)
is a realization of G then

G(s) = c(sI  - A)-‘b = ;,(I  - :)-lb  = $2  (;A)L  b = 2 ;,A+b.
k=O j=l

Hence the Markov parameters of G are given by

M(j) = cA+b, j = 1,2,3,.  . . .

The Markov parameters of a rational strictly proper function in P and its spectral
summand are easily determined.

Lemma 4.1 Let CI,  be a strictly proper rational function in P with spectmI  summand 2. If
(A, b, c) is a minimal realization  of 2 then

1. the Markov parameters of Z are given by

cAj-lb 7 j = 1,2,3,  . . . .

2. the Markov parameters of Z* are given by

(-l)jb*(A*)j-lc* = (-l)qcA+lq*, j = 1,2,3, . . . .

9. the Markov parameters of @ are given by

c&lb - (-l)j-l(cAj-lb)*, j = 1,2,3,. . . .

In the following Lemma a basic result on the integrability of rational functions is sum-
marized.

Lemma 4.2 Let G = 2 with nG and dG  coprime  polynomials. Then

I
O” IG(x)Idx < 03

-co

if and only  if degree(nG)  < degree(dG)  - 2 and dG(z)  # 0 for ail x E R.

If G is as defined in the Lemma then degree(dG)  - degree(nG)  is called the co-degree
of the rational function G. Therefore G is integrable if and only if the co-degree of G
is greater or equal to 2. This Lemma also implies that if the random variable X has
the rational probability density function p = 2, then the moments EXk  exist for k =
0, 1,2,.  . . , co-degree(p) - 2.

Let k be such that M(j) = 0, for j = 1,2,. . . , k - 1 and M(k) # 0. Then the co-degree
of G is k ([2]).

Summarizing  the previous remarks we obtain the following Proposition.
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Proposition 4.1 Let @ be a strictly proper rational function in P with spectral summand
2. Let (A, b, c) be a minimal realization of 2. Let m(t) := cetAb,  for t 2 0 and m(t) :=
b*e-‘**c*  for t < 0.  Then

1. the co-degree of @  is k if and only if M(j) = 0 for all j E (1,. . . , k-l} and M(k) # 0,
where M(j) is the jth  Markov parameter of ~3.

2. the co-degree of Q  is k if and only if

&--lb  = (-l)+l(,Aj-lb)*

foralljE{l,...,k-1)  and

cAk-lb  # (-l)k-l(cAk-lb)*.

3. m is k - 1 times continuously differentiable at 0 if and only if the first k Markov
parameters of @ are zero.

4. Q has co-degree k if and only if m is k - 2 times continuously diferentiable but not
k - 1 times continuously digerentiable  at 0.

The following theorem provides important results concerning moments of a random
variable with rational probability density.

Theorem 4.1 Let X be a random variable with unnormalized rational probability density
function p. Let (A, b, c) be a realization of the density summand Z of p. Then

1.  the co-degree of p is k if and only if

for allj E {l,... , k - 1) and CA”-lb  # (-l)k-l(cA”-lb)*.

2. the lth  moment EX1 of X, with 1 a non-negative integer, exists if and only if 1 E
(0, 1, . . . , k - 2).

3.  EXz = (-i)‘*,  for all 1 E  (0, 1, . . . , k - 2).

Proof: 1.) The follows immediately from Proposition 4.1.
2.) Recall that the Zth moment of X is given by

EX’=;
I

O”  1x &W,
-CO

where R := J-“, p(x)dx.  The co-degree of the integrand is k - 1. By Lemma 4.2 the
integrand is integrable if and only if its co-degree is greater of equal to 2. Hence the claim.
3.) Let 0 2 1 5 k - 2. Set @((ix) := p(z), x E ZR,  and use the notation of Proposition 4.1.
Then m is k - 2 times continuously differentiable at 0 and therefore on s32. Since the co-
degree of p is greater or equal to 2, m is continuous on ZII.  Since p and m are continuous and
integrable we have by the inversion theorem for Fourier transforms (see e.g. [4],  Theorem
60.1, p.296) that

fD((iw)eiWtdw, t E 92.
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Note that differentiation up to order k - 2 under this integral is justified by the usual
argument (see e.g [4],  Theorem 53.5, p. 268) as ]3Q(iW)eiwt] = ]w’@(iw)]  is integrable for
each t E ?R and 0 5 1 2 k -  2. Hence for t E 8,

d1
-pa  = & _mI W

@(iw)  $eiwtdw = (i)’  & J* wl@(iw)eiwtdw.
w

Evaluating at t = 0, we have

-$(t),t=o  = k(i)’ Jw wz@((iw)eiWtdwIt=o  = R (i)$EX’.
- w

Since -$m(t)It=o = cA’b,  I = 0,. . . , k - 2, we have that

EX1  = $(-i)“cA’b.

The constant R is determined by considering this equation for Zs = 0. Since EX”  = 1 we
have that R = 27rcb. Hence EXz = (-i)“e. 0

In most of this paper we will be dealing with unnormalized rational probability den-
sities p.  If (A, b, c) is a state space realization of the density summand of p, the normal-
ized probability density function is given by p :=

**
By the above proposition

J,“p(x)dz  =  27rcb,  h’ hw rc  provides a state space formula for the normalization constant.
If X is a random variable with rational probability density function p whose density

summand has the state space realization (A,b, c), then the first moment exists if the co-
degree of p is at least three. This is the case if and only if

cb = (cb)*

and

cAb  = -(cAb)*.

If the first moment, i.e the mean, exists then by the Theorem it is given by

EX = -i$

In the above discussion we gave a state space construction for the inverse Fourier trans-
form m of a not necessarily normalized rational probability density function p, i.e.

m(t) = & -wJ p(u)eiutdw, w E R.
W

In the statistical literature an important object is the characteristic function of a random
variable X which is defined by E(eitx),  t E ZR. If X has the unnormalized probability
function p, then

Hence up to a (known) scaling factor the function m is identical to the characteristic
function.
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Example continued: We continue the discussion of the Cauchy  density from Section 3.
Note that for all zo E R and Ic >  0

cAb = &(-k + ixo)  # -f(-k - ixo)  = -(cAb)*.

Hence by the Theorem the mean EX does not exist. This is of course also directly evident
by consideration of the integral J-Mm q(z)dz.

If m+(T)  := &?W+i20) for t > 0 and m+(7)  := 0 for t < 0, then F(m+)(iu~)  =

ik iw-( Ik+izo) iw E iR If m-(7) := &e-r(-k-izo) for t < 0 and

m-(~) := b for t 2 0, then F(m-)(iw) = &iw+&Zoj, iw E iR With m := m+ + m-,
we have that m is continuous at 0. The derivative is given

-f&t)  = -$-k + ixO)eT(-k+izo), 7 > 0,

-$@) = &(k + iq)e-T(-k-izo), r < 0.

Note that the left-hand side limit and the right-hand side limit do not agree at 0. Hence m
is not differentiable at 0. As the co-degree of p is 2 this is in agreement with Proposition 4.1.
The Markov parameters of @ are

cob@ = 0,

Hence the second Markov parameter is nonzero  which is also in agreement with Proposi-
tion 4.1.

cl

5 Operations on probability densities

In this section we are going to discuss state-space formulations of operations on ratio-
nal probability densities. Given state space realizations for the density summands of two
probability densities we will give state space realizations for the density summand of the
translation, scaling, the product and convolution of the densities.

5.1 Translation and scaling of a probability density

In the next Lemma the effect of translation and scaling of a random variable on the state
space realization of the density is considered.

Lemma 5.1 Let X be a random variable with unnomalized  rational density p. Let (A, b, c)
be a realization such that p(x) = c(ix1  - A)-lb, x E R.

Let x0 E 32. Then the random variable X + x0 has an unnormalized  probability density
function q(x)  = p(x - x0) which has a realization (A + ixol,  b, c), so

q(x) = c(ix1  - (A + ix&)-lb, x E 42.



Let a E  R,  a # 0, then the random variable aX has the unnormalized probability density
function q(z)  = hp(E) which has a realization (aA,  b, $$c), so

Q(X)  = la,-%z(ixI  - aA)-lb, x E  R.

In the following Lemma we are going to write down the analogous results for the case
when a state space realization is given for the density summand of the probability density.

Lemma 5.2 Let X be a random variable with unnormalized rational density p. Let (A, b,  c)
be a realization of the density summand Z of p.

Let x0  E  8, then the random variable X + x0 has the unnormalized probability density
function q(x) = p(x - xc), x E 8, whose density summand has a realisation

(A+;xo+).

Let a E  8, a # 0, then the random variable aX has the unnormalized probability density
function q(x) = fip(z)  hw ose density summand has a realization

aA  b(-I-) 7

ifa>O  and

(.A)
*

C*

0 ’

ifa<O.

5.2 Product of two rational probability densities

In the update step of the filtering problem it is necessary to calculate the product of
two density functions. We are going to do this also by state space techniques using the
decomposition into density summands. The following Lemmas will be useful.

Lemma 5.3 Let G1 and G:!  be two stable strictly proper rational functions with state space
realizations (Al, bl,  cl) and (As, bz,  ~2). Then the product G;G2 can be decomposed as

G;G2 = F + H*,

where F, H are stable strictly proper rational jimctions  such that F has the realisations
given by

(7&-p+ (+-p)
and H* has the realizations given by

where Tl  is the unique solution to the Sylvester equation

A;TI  + TIA2 + c;c2 = 0

and T2  is the unique solution to the Sylvester equation

A2T2  + T2A;  + b2b;  = 0.
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Proof: Note that a realization of G; is given by

C-4,4, -0

and a realization of G;Gz is given by

(4 7q;).

Performing a state space basis transformation with transformation matrix 1 TI

( )
0 I we

obtain the equivalent realization

(1 A~T~+~~2+c~c~~T~~)  = (-$ lJTIg

since TI is such that ATT1 + TlA2 + C;Q = 0. Note that such a Tl exists and is unique
since both AT  and A2 have all their eigenvalues in the open left half plane (see e.g  [S]).
This representation implies the first set of realizations. The other set of realizations follows
analogously by considering the state space formula which corresponds to G2G;. cl

Remark. A method to generate explicit formulas for the solutions of Sylvester equations
is presented in [l].

We can now derive the desired representation for the density summand of the product
of two rational probability density functions.

Proposition 5.1 Let p1 and p2 be two unnormalized  rational probability density functions
with density summands 21 and Z2. Let (Ai, bi, G) be a realization of &, i = 1,2.  Then the
density summand Z of the un-normalized  rational probability density finction  p = plp2 has
a realization given by

(I giTy),

where Tl, TZ are the unique solutions to the Sylvester equations

ATT1 + TIA2 + c;c2 = 0,

A2T2 + T2 A; + b2b; = 0.

Proof: We have that

p = p1p2  = (21 + Zf)(Zz + 2;) = ZlZZ + zbz;  + (z,z;)* + (2122)*.

By Lemma 5.3 a state space realization for the stable part of this expression is given by

AI hca 0 0
0 A2 0 0
0 0 Al 0
0 0 0 A2

Cl 0 cl b;Tl
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where Tr is the unique solution of the equation

ATT1  + TzAz  + c;c:!  = 0

and T2  is the unique solution of the equation

AzTz  + T2A;  + bzb;  = 0.

Performing a state space basis transformation with transformation matrix

T =

we obtain the equivalent realization

which is equivalent to

On this realization perform another state space basis transformation with transformation
matrix

T =

to obtain

which is equivalent to

It was noted before that the co-degree of a rational probability density function is at
least two. Therefore the product of two such probability density functions has co-degree
at least four. Hence for a random variable whose density is given by such a product at
least the first and second moments exist. This will be used in the next section to show the
existence of a conditional mean and variance.
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5.3 Convolution of probability densities

We now come to determine a state space formulation for the convolution of two probability
densities. Recall that if X and Y are two random variables with rational probability
densities px and py,  then the probability density of X + Y is given by the convolution
PX * PY-

Let p1 and pz be two unnormalized rational probability functions with corresponding
spectral summands 21 and 22. Let (Aj, bj,cj) be a realization of Zj,  j = 1,2. Let for
j = 1,2,

{

C.erAjbj 7 > 0,
m;(T) : =  (y

7 < 0,

Then (.FmT)(iul)  = Zj(iw),  (Fmi)(i~)  = Z;(iul), iu, E i’?R  and

(Pl  *  P2) @J>  =  Jm
( J

co
p1  (iw - iv)p2 (iv) dv = 3 F-1 --.  p1(iw  - iv)p2(iv)dv

- a l )

= F ((F$l)(F32)) (iw) = F ((F-y21 + z;)(F722 + 2;)) (iw)

= 3 (7-n:  + ??q)(m; + m;)) (iw) = F (n-+n~ + m;m,) (iw)

= 3(m;:m~)(im)  + 3(mp7L~)(iw).

It fohows  that the spectral summand 2 of pr * p2 is given by Z(iul)  = F(m~m~)(iul).
In the following Proposition we are going to give the state space formulae for the product

of the impulse responses of two single-input single-output state space systems. This will
be the key step to determine a state-space realization for the convolution of two rational
probability density functions.

Proposition 5.2 Let mf(~) := cjeTAjbj  for T 1 0, and m;(7) := 0 for  r < 0, where
(Aj, bj, cj) is an nj-dimensional  single-input single-output system, j = 1,2.  Then

m+(T)  := m;t(T)m;(T), 7 > 0

has a realization m+(7)  = cerA bforr~Oandm+(r)=Oforr<O,  where

A = Al 8 In2 + InI @ A2,

b = bl@ bz,

c = Cl  63 Q.

(Here @ denotes the Kronecker product.)
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Proof: This follows immediately from basic rules on the Kronecker product (see e.g.  [6]),
since for 7 2 0

m+(7)  = erAb = (cl @ c2)eT(A1~I,2+‘nl~A2)(bl  @ b2)

= (~1  8 c2)(e TA1 C3 eTA2)(bl  @J b2)  = clerA1bl  63  c2erA2b2  = cle7A1blc2eTA2b2

= ?7$(7)7-&7).

The Proposition is of interest in its own right, as it allows one to find state space
formulas for products of impulse response functions.
Summarizing  we have the following result.

Proposition 5.3 Let p1  and p2  be unnormalized rational probability densities whose spec-
tral summands 21 and 22 have the nl dimensional and ns dimensional state space realiza-
tions (Al, bl,  cl) and (AZ,  b2,  ~2). Then the density summand Z of the convolution p = pl*p2
has the state space realization

(1)

Proof: Suppose 2 has realisation 1. Then the inverse Fourier transform of 2 is mfmz,
showing that 2 is the spectral summand of p. 0

Note that the state space dimension of this realisation is nrn2,  which implies that the
McMillan  degree of 2 is at most nlnz.

6 State space expressions for the filtering equations

We are now in a position to derive state space expressions for the unnormalized conditional
densities in the filter equations which were discussed in the introduction.

Theorem 6.1 Assume the notation and assumptions for the filtering problem as presented
in the introduction.

Let t 2 0 and let (Ax,,,-,  , b,,,,-, , c~,,~-~) be a nx, -dimensional state space realization
of the density summand of the unnormalized conditional density pxt ly,-,. For t = 0, set
Pzt  lY,-1  :=  Pzci the density of the initial state x0.  Let (A,, bSt,  CZ,,~)  be a n,,-dimensional
state space realization of the density summand of the unnormalized rational density pm  of the
noise random variable qt  and let (A,,, b,,,  cet)  be a n,,- dimensional state space realization of
the density summand of the unnormalized rational density pet  of the noise random variable
Et, t > 0.

Let Tl  be the unique solution to the equation

($‘k  + WP’l + ZAx,,,-,  + bctcx,,t-l  = o

14



and let T2  be the unique solution to the equation

A,,,,-,T2 + Tz(iA” + iyt) + b,,,,&, = 0.

Then the density summand of the unnormalized  density pzt ly,  has state space realization

(k&+( $A;:1 cy-~T;;y;).

The density summand of pzt+l 1 y, has state space realization

(+%-)

Proof: Since by assumption ht > 0, the density summand of the density q(z)  = pet  (yt -htz),
z E !I?,  has the realization

As

Pzt lYt (4 = Pet (Yt -

z E R, by Proposition 5.1 the density summand of p has the realization

where Tl is the unique solution to the equation

(;At  - W)*Tl + ZAz,,,-,  + bctcztltml  = ($,t + iyd)Tl + TI&,,,-, + bttcz,,t-l  = 0

and T2  is the unique solution to the equation

AztJ2 + ‘+Xt - iytI)*  + bz,,,-, cct  = Azt,Jz + Tz(+/., + iytl)  + b,,,,-,  cct  = o.

To obtain a state space formula for the prediction step

Plt+1  I Yt = Pftzt 1 Yt * Pw

we use Proposition 5.3. We need to introduce two cases depending on the sign of ft. If
ft > 0 the density summand of pftZt 1 y, has the realization

(A!&+).
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If ft < 0 the density summand of pftzt 1 y, has the realization

The remaining parts of the result now follow by Proposition 5.3. q

As the formulae that use Kronecker products show, the dimensions of the state space
representation can potentially grow very fast as the number of data points increases. If,
however, the density summand corresponding to qt only has McMillan  degree 1, i.e. qt has
Cauchy distribution, then the Kronecker products reduce to standard multiplication and
the prediction step does not lead to an increase in dimension. Also, if the density summand
corresponding to et has McMillan  degree 1, i.e. et  has Cauchy distribution, then the matrix
equations can be solved explicitly to give

1
>

-1

T l  = -betcz,,,-l (--A,,  +  +/t)~  +  A,,,,-,ht ,

-1
552  = -

1
-(Act + iyt  + I) + A,,,,-,

>
b

ht
qt-1 Gt *

Note that the inverse exists, since A,,,,-, has all eigenvalues  in the open left half plane and
&A,,  + iyt has negative real part, because of the stability of A,, and since ht > 0.

From the remark after Proposition 5.1 it follows that the conditional mean E(ztlYt) and
the corresponding conditional variance E ((zt  - E(ztIYt)2  I&) exist and can be calculated
from the density summand realization (A,,,, , b,,,, , cztlt ) using the formulas given in Theorem
4.1.

Note that prediction is also possible using the formulas presented here. For example the
unnormalized rational conditional probability density of the output variable at time t + 1
given the observations of the output until time t is equal to pYt+l,t (y) = pht+lzt+l,t * pEtfl,
and the spectral summand of this density can be calculated using the formulas of Section 5.

7 Conclusions

State space formulae have been developped for various operations on rational density func-
tions, and it is shown how this can be used to treat the filtering problem in case of a first
order linear stochastic model with stochastically independent noise variables with rational
probability densities and stochastically independent initial state with rational probability
density. This makes such filters easy to program on present day computers, using e.g. a
linear algebra package. If the number of observations is not very small, however, the order
of the conditional rational densities will tend to grow quickly. Therefore various schemes of
order reduction for positive real functions may be of relevance in practical applications. The
formulae presented can also be used for further theoretical research in the behaviour of the
optimal filter.  It follows for example that the conditional mean of the present state given
present and past observations, is a rational function of the present and past observations,
which could be further investigated. The formula that is presented for realization of the
product of impulse response functions appears to be important in its own right.
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